
Press Highlights

From April 2021 to the present, 
Wilderton has been featured in 

culinary, beverage and lifestyle media 
outlets as a visionary non-alcoholic 
spirit rooted in raw botanicals and 

crafted by hand in the Pacific 
Northwest.



“While the spirits Wilderton is creating are brand-new and not meant to mimic any alcohol, anyone who tried O’Malley’s unique tea-based spirits from 
Townshend’s will be able to place these new zero-proof creations along the same fragrant, botanical continuum.”

- The Oregonian

 “Wilderton that stands out among a growing number of booze-free spirit brands. These one-of-a-kind distillates are made to elevate your cocktail 
game—whether you drink or not—as the botanical combinations add a range of flavors, from floral aromas to herbaceous, earthy notes.”

- Sunset

“When making a water-based spirit with the strength to stand up in a mixed drink, producers such as Wilderton use a heavier hand with the herbs, roots 
and spices that contribute flavor.”

- InsideHook

“The Earthen expression opens with a complex spiced aroma of cardamom and clove, carried by the gently smoky flavors of Lapsang souchong tea, 
making for a dry, earthy spirit that opens up beautifully with bubbles or balances the sweetness of a mixer like ginger beer.”

- Imbibe

“A brand like Wilderton,  isn't trying to be a gin, it's trying to be its own thing. I want to see the industry move in this direction, where an N/A can be 
anything.” 

- Nation’s Restaurant News

“As mixologists embrace growing demand for low-proof and alcohol-free cocktails, they’re turning to a rising group of zero-proof spirits that offer complex 
flavor profiles and high-level cocktail mixability…one being Pacific Northwest-based brand Wilderton… with two flavors and is gaining attention from local 

bartenders.”
- Market Watch Magazine 

“The new zero-proof spirit trend shines through again with this beauty! Not only does Wilderton contain zero sugar or alcohol, but 
it's also free of calories and gluten, meaning it fits into many different diets.”

- Clean Eating 
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